Latest changes

For the time being I will leave this project at rest for a while.
I will continue correcting errors and make additions if time permits.

March 2016: Migrated to a new server.
Changed links, corrected formatting glitches, small errors etc.

March/April 2015:
- updated several files in the "Paleographical Problems" section with new images (A, B, L, 083, 892 ...)
- Alison Welsby thesis "f1 in John" checked.

January 2015:
- Jim Snapp comments on Long Ending compared
- f1 problems checked at the films
- TC article Jongkind: 059 omits Mk 15:28
- Checked several problems at the film (various mss).
- Harley 5647, Mt 27:49 new color image
- started checking L/019 from the new online images.

Added variants:
Lk 24:34 (λέγοντες)

January 2014:
Many smaller changes and corrections throughout.

Added variants:
Mt 27:53 (αὐτοῦ / αὐτῶν)
Mt 28:19 (βαπτίσαντες)
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